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Infrastructure Library，IT基础架构库) 的IT 服务管理理念来解决数据中心面
临的网络安全管理难题，并探讨国内企业如何成功实施应用ITIL。

























         
         
With the development of the enterprise informationization, enterprises depend
heavily on Information System in our country. With the continuous expansion of
the scale of enterprises, more and more large multinational enterprises and
groups have constructed their own business network and information-processing
centre for operating and supporting their core business. At the same time, various
threats of information security emerge endlessly and have become a new
challenge to the security protection of Enterprise network; this completely shows
the importance of supporting the network security and exerts great pressure on
the stability & high efficiency of the secure management of network. A lot of
enterprises construct the Enterprise Network Security Defense System based on
the information centre, including the two ways of management and technology. As
the saying goes in the information security field: three points depend on
technology and seven points depend on management to obtain the information
security. The huge investment in the information security construction does not
mean realizing the information security. The absence of efficient security
management is the bottleneck of supporting the enterprise information security
system running at present.
The dissertation is attempting to resolve the conundrum of network security
management confronting information centers with the internationally popular idea
of IT Service Management based on the ITIL (Information Technology
Infrastructure Library), and to discuss how the domestic enterprises should
implement the ITIL successfully.
This dissertation firstly introduces the concept of ITSM (Information Technology
System Management) and then elaborates the background of its research, the
history of its development and its status quo. And finally taking one domestic













frame work design and in detail designs the network security service
management system of the enterprise group information and data centre, and
realizes the network security monitoring, desk management , block model
function etc. Aiming at how to enhance fault diagnosis efficiency and the fault of
current user management policy during the information system realization, the
dissertation proposes the network fault diagnosis mechanism based on Causality
Diagram Pruned and User Authorization Mechanism based on Access Control
and Process, which observably enhances the fault diagnosis efficiency and the
system security.
The following conclusion can be made from the research: The IT Service
Management Theory based on ITIL can guide the enterprise network security
management very well; A Group Network Security Service Management System
constructed based on this theory greatly enhances the network security service
management level and reduces the management personnel training cost and
running and maintaining expense; It insures the effectively tracing the system
breakdown, user operation compliance and audit.
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